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Survivor. Sorceress. Rebel.After the disastrous expedition to the island volcano, Ioene, Lilik is home

with a warning. The malevolent tyrant, Mieshk Ulstat, is gathering devastating magical power.

Unchecked, Mieshk will obliterate Kiriilti civilization. But when the ruling Trader Council refuses to

heed her, Lilik turns to her own kind: the gutterborn.As Lilik rallies rebels from the slums, she delves

into her abilities as a soul priestess through contact with a nightforged dagger. Tyrak, the soul

imprisoned within the blade, mistakes Lilik for his love from centuries past. Through their

complicated bond, she learns the arts of swordplay and leadership. But when a surprise attack

comes from a rogue trader House, she learns the hard truth of war: no plan survives first contact

with the enemy.Warships lay siege to the city. Traders and gutterborn clash in the streets. And with

each passing day, the true enemy just grows stronger.
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I really loved this second book! It is riveting and very hard to put down. Just when I thought I knew



what was going to happen next, a new twist was introduced and I was taken off on another journey.

Not only was this a nail biter, but I can guarantee the ending will leave the reader counting the days

until the third book in the series is released! Amazing!

The hallmark of a good series is that it just gets better and better. Shadowbound certainly meets

that standard, adding on wonderful layers to the story presented in Nightforged (which must be read

first) but keeping all the good things that made that first book so enjoyable. My only complaint?

Book 4 isn't out yet and I can't stand having to wait for it!

Carrie Summers' imagination surprised me once again. I was impressed most by the interactions

between the characters and the intricate detail surrounding the society, it's beliefs, and a unique

thing I can't describe without ruining the story. Needless to say, the unique thing is such a creative

idea that it really makes Carrie's book rate high for me.

I enjoyed the premise, and the promise of adventure. The love triangle thing was weak and fell apart

quickly, but the action kept me interested. Not as much development between the Lead and her

love interest as I would have liked, it wasn't deep enough of a connection for me.

In this book we see an advancement in Lilik's skills, her return to her home, and the battle to return

to Ioene to defeat Mieske Ulstadt. Unbeknowst to her trouble is stirring among the Trader Ulstadt

family. You must read to find out what is going to happen. I would totally recommend this series to

anyone that might like a touch of things a little bit beyond the ordinary. Its kind of a mix between

paranormal (in a round about way), mystery, and a love story. Please give this author a shot, she

really is a great author.

Just finished reading the last book in the seriesDefinitely worth reading if you like oringal world law

give it a go

Second in the series and not a disappointment. Enjoyed it even more.

Absolutely love
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